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Good morning!
 
It’s the hottest phrase in cyber right now — Security By Design. This morning, David Koh, Chief
Executive of the Cyber Security Agency of Singapore, kicked off GovWare Focus calling for it in
smart devices and systems.

Eric Hoh, President of Asia Pacific at cyber security firm FireEye, asks how effective are your cyber
security controls? He shares advice on what to know.
 
We also have a piece from Trustwave, a Singtel company that exclusively shares their advice, and
insights from their cutting-edge SpiderLabs, on how to build a Security By Design policy.
 
And, read insights from GovInsider’s cyber correspondent, Amit Roy Choudhury, on whether AI ethics
can stand the test of a military conflict.
 
Have a great day enjoying the latest industry insights at GovWare Focus!

The Latest
 

Singapore cyber chief calls for ‘security by design’
in devices

The bottom line: David Koh, Chief Executive of the Cyber Security Agency of Singapore, kicked off
GovWare Focus calling for security by design in smart devices and systems.

 

How effective are your cyber security controls?

The bottom line: FireEye explains how governments can test how effective their defense tools really
are.

 

Exclusive Insights: How Can We Build Digital
Resilience?

The bottom line: Advice and insights from Trustwave, a Singtel company on how to build a Security
By Design policy.

 

Can AI ethics stand the test of a conflict?

The bottom line: Ethical AI guidelines are a noble endeavour, but will such guidelines survive a cyber
war? GovInsider’s tech columnist discusses.

GovWare is the region’s most established premier conference and showcase for cybersecurity.
GovWare Focus 2020, a part of Singapore International Cyber Week, is taking place from 7 - 8 October
online. Register for your complimentary pass to the event here.
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